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Silver Clusters

Elucidating the Structures of Intermediate Fragments during Stepwise
Dissociation of Monolayer-Protected Silver Clusters

Papri Chakraborty,* Sami Malola, Marco Neumaier, Patrick Weis, Hannu Häkkinen,* and
Manfred M. Kappes*

Abstract: Fragmentation dynamics of ligated coinage
metal clusters reflects their structural and bonding
properties. So far methodological challenges limited
probing structures of the fragments. Herein, we resolve
the geometric structures of the primary fragments of
[Ag29L12]

3� , i.e. [Ag24L9]
2� , [Ag19L6]

� and [Ag5L3]
� (L is

1,3-benzene dithiolate). For this, we used trapped ion
mobility mass spectrometry to determine collision cross
sections of the fragments and compared them to
structures calculated by density functional theory. We
also report that following two sequential [Ag5L3]

�

elimination steps, further dissociation of [Ag19L6]
� also

involves a new channel of Ag2 loss and Ag� S and C� S
bond cleavages. This reflects a competition between
retaining the electronic stability of 8e� superatom
cluster cores and increasing steric strain of ligands and
staples. These results are also of potential interest for
future soft-landing deposition studies aimed at probing
catalytic behavior of Ag clusters on supports.

Atomically precise coinage metal clusters, protected by a
monolayer of thiolate ligands, are of growing interest due to
their diverse structures, properties and applications.[1] Gas-
phase dissociation reactions can provide information on
cluster size-dependent thermodynamic properties and have

thus been extensively studied. Fragmentation can be
induced through techniques such as collision induced
dissociation (CID),[2] surface induced dissociation[3] or UV
photodissociation.[4] The most studied cluster, [Au25(SR)18]

�

(SR is a thiolate)[5] loses neutral Au4(SR)4 units in the gas
phase and correspondingly produces large fragmented
cluster ions like [Au21(SR)14]

�, [Au17(SR)10]
� etc.[2b,6] Frag-

mentation of thiolate-protected Ag clusters also results in
loss of smaller units like Ag5(SR)6, Ag(SR)2 etc.

[2a] A prime
example is [Ag29L12]

3� (L is 1,3-benzene dithiolate, i.e.,
BDT) for which collisional activation produces [Ag24L9]

2�

and [Ag19L6]
� through the concomitant loss of [Ag5L3]

� .[2a]

Although, the molecular composition of these fragments has
been established from mass spectrometry (MS), there is no
information about their structures. Herein, we studied the
fragmentation of [Ag29L12]

3� through a combination of CID
and trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS)[7] coupled
with MS. Here, the collision cross-sections (CCSs) of parent
[Ag29L12]

3� and its fragment ions [Ag24L9]
2� , [Ag19L6]

� and
[Ag5L3]

� were measured by TIMS MS. These CCS values
allowed an assignment of the ion geometries by comparison
to density functional theory (DFT) calculations of plausible
model structures.

Ion mobility (IM) MS, in combination with theoretical
calculations, has been extensively used earlier to assign gas-
phase structures of large biomolecules, clusters, proteins,
etc.[8] Often the method has been validated by X-ray
crystallography. For example, C60

� showed TIMSCCSN2 of
211.6 Å2 and the calculated CCS agreed within �1%.
Similar results were also observed for higher fullerenes and
endohedral metallofullerenes.[9] IM MS has also been
recently applied to explore possible isomeric structures of
coinage metal clusters in the gas-phase[10] and to follow their
structural changes during chemical reactions.[2b,11] Also for
this compound class the reliability of IM MS based structure
assignment has been evidenced in the literature by being
applied to ligand-protected metal nanoclusters with known
X-ray structures. For [Ag14(C�CtBu)12Cl]

+, [Ag8Cu6-
(C�CtBu)12Cl]

+, [Ag14(C�CtBu)12Br]
+ and [Ag8Cu6-

(C�CtBu)12Br]
+, uniformly good agreement between exper-

imental and calculated CCS was observed.[12] Furthermore,
Soleilhac et al. also used IM MS to determine CCSs of a
series of gold clusters, protected by glutathione, and showed
that the relative changes in CCSs of these clusters in the gas-
phase were consistent with the relative changes in size
predicted by X-ray powder diffraction in the solid state and
by time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy in the solution
phase.[13] Gas-phase structures of several clusters like Au7-
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(PPh3)7H5
2+ and Au8(PPh3)7

2+ were also assigned based on
the agreement of experimental and calculated CCS.[14] TIMS
MS, in combination with DFT, was used to resolve small
changes in CCS resulting from Cu doping in different
positions of [Ag29(BDT)12]

3� cluster.[11b]

In the present study, [Ag29L12]
3� , synthesized using a

reported method[15] (see Supporting Information), was
characterized by electrospray ionization MS (Figure S1).
CID of [Ag29L12]

3� (m/z 1603) generates the fragment ions
[Ag24L9]

2� (m/z 1924), [Ag19L6]
� (m/z 2888) and [Ag5L3]

�

(m/z 960) as normalized collision energy (NCE) is increased
(Figure 1A, S2A). Isolation of the primary [Ag24L9]

2� frag-
ment and subsequent CID thereof results in the formation
of [Ag19L6]

� and [Ag5L3]
� (Figure S2B) thus confirming the

stepwise elimination of [Ag5L3]
� from [Ag29L12]

3� which was
not explicitly observed in earlier reports.[2a] CID of isolated
[Ag19L6]

� shows some further [Ag5L3]
� loss to form presum-

ably neutral [Ag14L3]. However, in contrast to [Ag29L12]
3�

and [Ag24L9]
2� which fragment only by [Ag5L3]

� elimination,
[Ag19L6]

� undergoes mainly Ag2 loss resulting in [Ag17L6]
� ,

[Ag15L6]
� and [Ag13L6]

� (Figure 1B). At even higher colli-
sion energies, extensive cleavage of the Ag� Ag, Ag� S and
C� S bonds leads to complete dissociation of [Ag19L6]

�

(Figure S3). To gauge the structural changes during the
stepwise dissociation of the cluster, TIMS MS studies on
parent [Ag29L12]

3� cluster and its fragment ions, [Ag24L9]
2� ,

[Ag19L6]
� and [Ag5L3]

� , were performed using a Bruker
TIMS TOF instrument. Here, fragmentation of [Ag29L12]

3�

was achieved by varying the ion transmission voltages (Δ6)
in the range of � 100 V to � 200 V (Figure S4), that acts on
the ions prior to the IM separation. This method of ion
activation in the TIMS setup has been previously established

for other systems.[16] A comparison of experimental versus
calculated isotopic patterns for the fragment ions thus
confirming their compositional assignment is shown in
Figure S5. Figure 2A shows TIMS measurements of the
parent and the fragment ions under different voltage
conditions, which revealed single peak mobilograms with
corresponding CCSs independent of activation conditions
(Figure S6) thus indicating stable structures for the ions.
TIMSCCSN2 of parent [Ag29L12]

3� was 476 Å2 which is consis-
tent with the recently reported value.[11b] TIMSCCSN2 of the
larger fragments [Ag24L9]

2� and [Ag19L6]
� were 383 and

303 Å2, respectively, and the smaller [Ag5L3]
� fragment was

212 Å2. (Note that TIMS mobilograms are deconvoluted
from mass spectral information, i.e. refer to specific m/z
values and isotopic patterns; hence the experimental TIMS-
CCSN2 values corresponds only to the species indicated). A
schematic of the two-step fragmentation pathway to form
[Ag19L6]

� is presented in Figure 2B. As we observed a single
peak in TIMS for each of the parent and fragment ions,
coexistence of multiple isomers for a particular species is
unlikely, except that the isomers have similar CCS within
the resolution limit of the TIMS measurement.

The structures of the parent and the fragment ions were
next investigated by DFT using the GPAW[17] package with
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation (xc)
functional.[18] Theoretical CCS of the calculated structures
were determined using the trajectory method (TM) in IMoS
1.09 package.[19] Further details on the computational
methods are in Supporting Information. The crystal struc-
ture of [Ag29L12]

3� cluster consists of an icosahedral core and
16Ag atoms in the outer staples (staples consist of Ag� S
motifs surrounding the core), covered by 12 BDT ligands.[15]

Figure 1. A) CID of [Ag29L12]
3� at i) NCE 50, ii) NCE 0. Note dominant [Ag5L3]

� loss to yield [Ag24L9]
2� . [Ag24L9]

2� also fragments via dominant
[Ag5L3]

� loss to yield [Ag19L6]
� (see Figure S2). B) CID of [Ag19L6]

� at i) CE 80, ii) CE 2 (L=1,3-BDT) shows mainly two parallel fragmentation
channels (some [Ag5L3]

� and mainly Ag2 loss). The structure of the [Ag29L12]
3� precursor is presented in inset of A,ii. Colour: Ag (orange: core, grey:

staple), S (yellow), C (blue) and H (white).
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DFT optimized structure of [Ag29L12]
3� (Figure 1Aii) yielded

TMCCSN2 of 468 Å2, consistent with the experimental value
of 476 Å2. Hence, the reliability of the assignment principle,
by comparing experimental and calculated CCS for specific
structural models as will be discussed below for the frag-
ments, can be gauged by considering [Ag29L12]

3� whose
structure is in fact known from single crystal X-ray
diffraction.[15] For [Ag29L12]

3� we obtained a deviation of
1.7% (within 2%). This is our reference for the structural
assignments. Since, the fragments [Ag24L9]

2� and [Ag19L6]
�

are similar types of molecules and their structures are
calculated using the same method of geometry optimization,
similar deviations between experimental and theoretical
CCS, i.e. around � �2% are also expected. For a well-
defined, reasonably rigid molecular ion, a deviation within
� �2% between experimental and calculated CCS can be
considered as good agreement. Figure S7 and Table S1
provide further support for this (and for the applicability of
the structure assignment method in general) as obtained
from measurements and simulations for a number of other
closely related silver clusters.

Two plausible, DFT-based models for the smaller
[Ag5L3]

� fragment are presented in Figure 3A,B. Ag5Iso 1
consists of one long Ag� S polymer backbone in which
dithiolate ligands form a closed network between the � S
binding sites. Ag5Iso 2 consists of two smaller polymeric units,
a cyclic triangular Ag3S3 and a short Ag2S3 unit, bound
together by the dithiols. In both cases, the guiding principle
to find the structures was to look for closed systems
maintaining the BDT connectivity which maximize the
number of Ag� S bonds and avoid steric hindrance of phenyl

rings. TMCCSN2 of Ag5Iso 1 and 2 were 209 and 208 Å2,
respectively, which agreed with TIMSCCSN2 of 212 Å2. Given
the small energy difference of 0.20 eV between Ag5Iso 1 and
2 (Table 1), and the fact that their TMCCSN2 values differ by
only 1 Å2, it is not possible to distinguish which of these two
structures is observed in experiment based on TIMS alone.
Consistent with the relative energy ordering, Ag5Iso 1 showed
slightly better electronic stability with a HOMO–LUMO
gap of 2.49 eV compared to 2.17 eV for Ag5Iso 2 (Table 1).
Further dissociation of [Ag5L3]

� (Figure S8) showed mainly
loss of Ag2 (and some contribution from Ag� S and C� S

Figure 2. A) TIMS MS of [Ag29L12]
3� and its fragments [Ag24L9]

2� ,
[Ag19L6]

� and [Ag5L3]
� at Δ6 voltage of i) � 200 V, ii) � 140 V and iii)

� 100 V. B) Scheme of the two-step fragmentation of [Ag29L12]
3� to

[Ag19L6]
1� (L=1,3-BDT).

Figure 3. A), B) DFT optimized structures of isomers of [Ag5L3]
� ,

(L=1,3-BDT); colours: Ag (grey), S (yellow), C (blue), H (white). Bonds
are drawn for Ag� Ag and Ag� S bond lengths less than 3.1 and 2.4 Å,
respectively.

Table 1: Experimental and calculated CCS values, relative energies and
HOMO–LUMO gaps of the parent and fragment ions.[a]

Species Experiment
TIMSCCSN2

[Å2]

Calculated
TMCCSN2

[Å2]
(Isomer.)

Relative energy (R.E.)
[eV]/HOMO–LUMO
Gap [eV]

[Ag29L12]
3� 476 468 n.a./1.63

[Ag5L3]
� 212 1.

2.
209
208

0.00/2.49
0.20/2.17

[Ag24L9]
2� 383 1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

392
404
424
417
430
415

0.36/0.49
0.15/0.50
0.40/0.63
0.00/0.80
0.07/0.84
0.08/0.82

[Ag19L6]
� 303 1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

310
308
340
323
328
335
348
330
352
343
336
331

1.28/1.10
1.34/1.05
0.90/1.19
0.49/1.23
0.14/1.38
0.00/1.18
2.01/0.61
1.51/0.97
1.09/0.69
0.58/1.30
0.64/1.26
0.41/1.54

[a] TMCCSN2 of [Ag29L12]
3� and best-fitted fragments, Ag24Iso 1, Ag19Iso 2

and Ag5Iso 2 show linear correlation (slope=0.99) with TIMSCCSN2

values indicating that the assigned structures provide a good
description of experiment (Figure S15).
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bond cleavage), suggesting Ag5Iso 2 which has distinct motifs
containing two, respectively three, Ag atoms may be the
isomer formed.

It was significantly more challenging to assign structures
for the larger fragment ions [Ag24L9]

2� and [Ag19L6]
� , due to

the multitude of possible arrangements of Ag atoms and
ligands. One conceivable constraint on the structural space
is to regard these fragments as closed shell 8e� superatoms
like the parent cluster. Then only structures having compact
metallic cores need be considered.[1c, 20] In ligand-stabilized
clusters of this size, fragmentation is not expected to be a
simple one step cleavage process. A cascade of bond
rearrangements may occur upon energization.[6,21] However,
during the timescale of �500 ms for the ion mobility
measurements carried out at a N2 pressure of �2.3 mbar,
the activated fragment ions will be quenched back to near
room temperature. Keeping these aspects in mind, we
constructed a plausible structure for [Ag24L9]

2� by peeling
off a suitable number of ligands and Ag atoms from the
surface of the parent [Ag29L12]

3� cluster and rearranging the
remaining motifs to cover the surface. This structure was
then optimized by DFT (Ag24Iso 1). Structure search was
continued by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations begin-
ning with Ag24Iso 1 to allow additional dynamic changes and
radius of gyration (Rg) was used to follow overall structural
fluctuations as shown in Figure 4A. Snapshot structures of
[Ag24L9]

2� were selected at various time steps of the MD
simulation (corresponding to a range of different Rg values
as numbered in Figure 4A) and DFT-optimized to generate
more isomeric structures, i.e., Ag24Iso 2–Ag24Iso 6 (Figure S9),

which showed slight changes in the relative arrangements of
atoms in core and staples and reorientations of the ligands
compared to Ag24Iso 1. HOMO–LUMO gaps of Ag24Iso 1–6
(Table 1) show that energetically better isomers have on
average larger gaps. For two representative isomers
(Ag24Iso 1, 6) the projected density of states to spherical
harmonics functions (Figure S10A,B) reveals that the lowest
unoccupied states are D symmetric matching with the 8e
superatom characteristics but the pure P states are missing
among the highest occupied states. Delocalized metal core P
states are hybridized with other states lower in energy which
can be explained by the distorted overall structures of the
isomers. Ag24Iso 1 showed TMCCSN2 of 392 Å2 which agreed to
TIMSCCSN2 of 383 Å2 for [Ag24L9]

2� . TMCCSN2 of the other
isomeric structures of [Ag24L9]

2� were much higher than the
experiment (Table 1, Figure S11). Ag24Iso 1 was however
0.36 eV higher in energy than the energetically best Ag24Iso 4
isomer (Table 1). When an isolated cluster is excited above
its dissociation threshold, it may follow a faster, kinetically
controlled or a slower, thermodynamically controlled frag-
mentation channel. The changes in charge distribution as
well as ligand-ligand interactions during dissociation may
favour kinetically controlled pathways.[22] In this case,
fragmentation barriers are conceivably lower than the
internal energy barriers for rearrangement to the thermody-
namically preferred lowest energy states. Hence, the most
stable calculated fragment may not be observed in the
experiment. The structure of Ag24Iso 1, presented in Figure 4
B,C, consists of an icosahedron core similar to the parent
cluster (Figure S12A) with the remaining 11Ag atoms
positioned in the outer staples.

Likewise, for [Ag19L6]
� , two different starting structures

were assumed which differed significantly in their size:
compact Ag19Iso 1 and larger Ag19Iso 7, and MD simulations
were performed on them. Snapshot structures, denoted as 1–
12 in Figure 4D, were similarly selected from the MD runs (i
and ii for Ag19Iso 1 and Ag19Iso 7 initial structures, respec-
tively) and DFT-optimized to generate a set of isomeric
structures i.e. Ag19Iso 1–Ag19Iso 12 (Figure S13). HOMO–
LUMO gaps of the Ag19 isomers (Table 1) are between
0.61–1.54 eV. The projected density of states of two
representative structures, Ag19Iso 1,12 (Figure S10C,D) shows
that Ag19Iso 12 supports better the spherical 8e superatom
model as the P and D state symmetries are more pure than
for Ag19Iso 1. Despite of the icosahedral based, close to
spherical metal core, there are variations how strongly the
exact structure of metal-ligand interface and structural
reconstructions affect the superatom state symmetries. By
comparing TMCCSN2 of these [Ag19L6]

� isomers with TIMS-
CCSN2 of 303 Å2 (Table 1), we find that both Ag19Iso 1 and 2
agree with the experiment within 2%. Ag19Iso 3–Ag19Iso 12
show much higher TMCCSN2 (Table 1, Figure S14) and hence
can be ruled out. The structure of Ag19Iso 2 is presented in
Figure 4E,F. Here, the Ag13 core forms a highly distorted
icosahedron (Figure S12B) and 6Ag atoms are in the
staples. However, both Ag19Iso 1 and 2 are significantly
higher in energy compared to the lowest energy Ag19Iso 6
(Table 1). Again, we interpret this as kinetic control in the
dissociation step as already inferred for [Ag24L9]

2� . We also

Figure 4. Radius of gyration (Rg) vs time (ps) of MD simulation for
A) [Ag24L9]

2� and D) [Ag19L6]
� (i red and ii pink for two isomers). The

numbers in (A) and (D) correspond to different snapshot structures
selected from the MD runs at different time of simulation (indicated by
arrows). B), E) best fitting structures of [Ag24L9]

2� (Ag24Iso 1) and
[Ag19L6]

� (Ag19Iso 2) (L=1,3-BDT), respectively; C), F) arrangement of
the Ag atoms in Ag24Iso 1 and Ag19Iso 2, respectively. Color: Ag (orange:
core and grey: staple as in parent cluster), S (yellow), C (blue), H
(white).
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found that the most compact modeled structures of both
[Ag24L9]

2� (Ag24Iso 1) and [Ag19L6]
� (Ag19Iso 1, 2), agree best

with the experiment (see Table 1). This supports the
exclusion of possible non-superatom structures in the assign-
ment which will have non-spherical shape or less compact
cluster cores and hence higher CCS. We note that the
calculated fragmentation energies for the stepwise dissocia-
tion, Ag29!

Ag24Iso 1+Ag5Iso 2, and Ag24Iso 1!Ag19Iso 2+Ag5-
Iso 2 were +1.70 eV and +0.38 eV, respectively, i.e. quite
low and therefore in support of metal cluster core-staple-
ligand shell topologies for both [Ag24L9]

2� and [Ag19L6]
� .

In summary, using TIMS MS and theoretical calcula-
tions, we assigned the possible structures of the closed-shell
fragments ([Ag24L9]

2� , [Ag19L6]
� ) and the smaller [Ag5L3]

�

unit produced upon activation of [Ag29L12]
3� in the gas-

phase. We showed that [Ag29L12]
3� dissociates via two step

elimination of [Ag5L3]
� to form [Ag19L6]

� , which further
dissociates mainly by Ag2 loss generating species like
[Ag17L6]

� , [Ag15L6]
� and [Ag13L6]

� . Some elimination of a
third [Ag5L3]

� from [Ag19L6]
� was also observed. This would

nominally generate neutral [Ag14L3] that could be probed by
UV photoionization MS in future. In condensed phase, the
known 1,3-BDT stabilized Ag clusters are [Ag51L19]

3� [23] and
[Ag29L12]

3� .[15] By contrast, the known clusters synthesized
using 1,2-BDT, an analogous dithiol with smaller bite angle,
are [Ag14(1,2-BDT)6(PPh3)8]

[24] and [Ag9(1,2-BDT)6]
3� ,[25] i.e.

with significantly smaller cores. This trend combined with
our observations argues that the gas-phase fragmentation
dynamics of [Ag29L12]

3� reflects a competition between
electronic stability of the Ag cluster core and increasing
steric strain of ligands as the nuclearity is reduced. The first
two fragmentation steps appear simply to shrink the cluster
while keeping its overall compact core-staple-ligand top-
ology intact. Eventually, a still smaller 8e superatom core
cannot be maintained without relaxing the connectivity of
the remaining dithiol ligands which leads instead to further
loss of small neutral fragments. How would fragmentation in
condensed phase/solution compare to this? In solution,
multiply charged cluster ions are stabilized by interactions
with the solvent molecules. These are completely absent in
gas-phase and consequently isolated multianions can have
very different decay channels such as scission into two
anionic fragments (as observed here) and electron
(auto)detachment[26] (not observed). Thus, collisional activa-
tion can form reactive fragment ions, which are not
accessible in solution. Such fragments may in turn be mass
selected and softly deposited onto surfaces[27] to study e.g.
their catalytic behavior compared to the parent clusters
(whose active centers are better shielded from the reagents
by (more) ligands).[28] Hence, resolving the fragment
structures obtained upon [Ag29L12]

3� activation in gas phase
as done here will also prove useful for future model catalysis
probes.
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